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Delegates at the SIGS Application Development 2000 conference voted Princeton Softech’s Component
Manager 'best component library'. The nomination is the latest addition to Princeton Softech’s
portfolio of award-winning products, that includes Select Enterprise for component based development and
SyncPoint for data synchronisation. Princeton Softech is a subsidiary of Computer Horizons Corp.
(Nasdaq:CHRZ) that delivers enabling technologies for enterprise-scale eBusiness solutions.
"eBusiness application development demands a new level of software quality delivered in shorter-than-ever
timescales," commented Hedley Apperly, senior product marketing manager, Princeton Softech. "SIGS
conference attendees are at the sharp edge of these pressures and they’re the ones actually putting the
latest technologies into practice. We are delighted to win their support with this award. It clearly
demonstrates that Component Manager addresses the needs of eBusiness application developers pragmatically
and effectively."
Princeton Softech's Component Manager maximises component design and component reuse by enabling
developers to identify, manage and manipulate components for use in application development. Using
Component Manager, developers can share components and designs across different repositories, development
groups, companies and even across the Internet.
"We congratulate Princeton Softech on the recognition they have achieved with this award," said Jane
Major, managing director, SIGS/101communications. "One of our aims at the event is to encourage useful
interaction between vendors and users and the awards have proved a popular means for the delegates to
voice their opinion."
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About Princeton Softech
Princeton Softech (http://www.princetonsoftech.com), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Computer Horizons
Corp., is a software products and services company that delivers leveraging technologies for
enterprise-scale eBusiness solutions. Princeton Softech's component-based development tools enable
customers to synchronise IT and business objectives while moving at eSpeed through the application
lifecycle. The company’s eData distribution and management technologies allow organisations to optimise
data availability and deploy application data to the point of best business leverage. Over 2,000 of the
world's largest companies in more than 30 countries use Princeton Softech's products and services.

About CHC
CHC (NASDAQ:CHRZ) is a strategic e-Business solutions and professional services company that is powering
a new breed of rapid growth Internet developers. For more than thirty years, CHC has been a global
leader in systems integration, migration and innovation, enabling companies to stay ahead of the
technological curve. By leveraging its core business in IT services, CHC is powering its new breed of
Internet companies, including eB Solutions, CHIMES and Princeton Softech, to enable its Global 1000
customer base to compete in this new digital business environment. For more information on Computer
Horizons, please visit our Web site at http://www.computerhorizons.com
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